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The scientific activity is carried out through a single programme, “Banking structures, risk and performance: lessons for prudential systems”, that focuses on two themes:

“Capital structures, banking strategies and risk: challenges for supervision” and “balance sheet constraints and banking risk: lessons for regulation”.

These two themes must play a role in the development of methods and tools used by banking and monetary authorities to help prevent bankruptcies and crises; as such, they contribute to the security and stability of the financial system and also raise the issue of the impact exerted by new prudential rules on the performance of economies.
KEY FIGURES
(at 1st January 2012)

Teacher-researchers: 14
Other researchers: 2 post-doctoral students and
10 researchers
HDR (accredited to direct research): 6
Doctoral students (2011-2012): 13
Administrative agents: 1
Dissertations defended (2008-2011): 9
Other projects: Research agreement with JPLC Credit Risk.
PHC Orchid programme (Taiwan).
“Ownership Structure and Bank Risk”
BOR Support for International Research Networks (University of Limoges),
along with Rensselaer New York, New York
University, University of Bangor (UK),
Copenhagen Business School, University of Groningen (The Netherlands).
“Ownership Concentration,
Commissioner Power and Risk
Management in Indonesian Banking”,
DIKTI-SCAC French Embassy “Overseas Research Cooperation and International Publication” Programme.
DIKTI-SCAC French Embassy “Overseas Research Collaboration with University or Industry” Programme.
Research agreement with JPLC Credit Risk.
“Conglomérats financiers et crises systémiques” (Financial Conglomerates and Systemic Crises), Limousin Poitou-
Charentes PRES research project.

PARTNERSHIPS

Current National University Partnerships:
University of Poitiers, University of Strasbourg, University of Paris I Panthéon-Sorbonne, University of Bordeaux IV-Montesquieu.

Current International University Partnerships:
University of Birmingham (United Kingdom), Bangor University (United Kingdom), Copenhagen Business School (Denmark), University of Southern California (USA), New York University (USA), Rensselaer, New York (USA), Fordham University (USA), University of Colorado (USA); University of Kansas (USA), Chapman University (USA), University of the Philippines (Philippines), National Chengchi University (Taiwan), Nanhua University (Taiwan), Sebelas Maret University (Indonesia) and Guadja Mada University (Indonesia).

National Industrial Partnerships:

Partnerships with National Organizations and Institutions:
The European Money and Finance Forum (SUERF).

Research Groups (GDR):
European Research Group (GDRE) on “Money, Banking and Finance”
SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION OF RESEARCH TEAM
(2008-2012)

Website publication: www.unilim.fr/lape/research/article/publications
Articles: 40 international and 40 in peer-reviewed journals
Number of books : 1
Book chapters : 5
Conference presentations: 111
Others: 1 work editing and 19 general public presentations

Major publications and/or patents over the last 5 years